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Purpose & Impact

Let The Madness of March Begin
WAUWATOSA ADVICE GIVERS
PODCAST
So close, I can almost hear it. Wauwatosa Advice Givers podcast. Working out a
few logistics. I have amazing guest. Stay tuned!
WANTED! Seeking out the area’s Brightest Minds, Business owners, Entrepreneurs and
Community Leaders
To be Interviewed on The Podcast
Go To
ScheduleMyPodcast.com

THE VALUE DRIVEN APPROACH
TO SELL REAL ESTATE
Purpose
To level the playing field. The only protection you have against Real Estate
Greed is to know how to “play the game” equally as well, if not better than those
guilty of breaking the rules. And no, not every real estate agent breaks the rules,
but enough do, that the term “real estate agent” leaves a bitter taste in most
people’s mouth.

Impact
To raise money for charities. I wrote it to help people. Not to make money by
selling it. Besides. Do the math. If I can give away just 100 books a month, and
if each person donates just $5 to a charity of their choice, then indirectly, this
book will generate $500 in new donations every month, for one great cause after
another.

REQUEST YOUR FREE BOOK at:
www.TosaFreeBook>Charity.com or call DED-EGH-DI>J and
ask for Rob, or email your request to

Always More @ RobKochanski.com

Featured Real Estate Columnist –

Let the Madness of March Begin
The game is tied 63 to 63. There is four seconds on the He needs to plan and document plays for each player and
score board. WI Badgers need to go the full length of
opponent.
the court and score to win the game and move on to
Just as WI Gard coach drew of
play another day or go home.
the play to make the game
Koenig took the inbound pass, whirled around and…
winning shot. They did not win
on that last shot. There was a lot
TIME AS WE KNOW IT JUST WENT INTO SLOW of preparation that needed to
MOTION
happen before taking the game
winning shot.
The ball is in the air. I’m on the edge of my chair. The
hair on my arms are standing on end.
The team had to work together as one. The coach need to draw
up the plays to execute.
SWISH time runs off the clock WI Badger win 66to 63.
The fans rush to the floor. I jump from my chair we
TEAM They Know There Role
won! we won!
It does not stop there. Each player has a role whether it is the
WI Badgers coach Gard states
point guard that brings the ball down the court or the center that
plays close to the rim to get the rebounds and block shots. They
After watching the talented sharpshooter hit a tying 3- play to their strengths and expertise.
pointer from well beyond the arc, I drew up another
play for him with a couple ticks left on the clock.
The Documented Approach
Koenig took the inbound pass, whirled around and
buried the shot to give the Badgers a 66–63 victory
As WI Badger coach Gard works his plan to win basketball
against second-seeded Xavier and a spot in the Sweet games I use my documented approach to sell real estate.
16 for the fifth time in the last six years.
This is similar to how I have set up my business. I also have a
March is one of my favorite times of the year. For
team each of them have a key role. My stagger consults with
several reasons. The days are getting longer. Flowers
the seller to implement a plan to show the house at its best. My
are starting come out of the ground. Trees are budding. landscaper makes the crib appeal like no other in the
And of course the Men’s NCAA Basketball
neighborhood. My photographer, and my contractors. They all
Tournament.
have a role in making sure the house gets the most value.
Let Madness Begin
I look forward to this tournament every year. It’s one
the most exciting sporting events of the year.

So, like the WI Badgers that have made it into the NCAA
Basketball Tournament for the last 17 years by using a winning
documented approach. I also use a documented approach that
wins for selling homes.

68 college basketball team are select to play. The
Let the Madness begin. I know I will be watching sitting on the
players have so much to prove. They play with purpose edge of my chair yelling at the TV. Go Badgers
— heart — desire — mental toughness — will to win — Go!
hustle — hard work — practice— gratitude — adversity.
Rob Kochanski is the author of ‘The Value-Driven Approach: A practical
If they lose they go home. They win they get to play
guide to protect yourself from REAL ESTATE GREED & bank and
another day.
All this starts months in advance. It all starts with the
coach. He is the leader, motivator, plays for each
player and opponent.

extra $30,000 by THINKING like the great Warren Buffett.’ He is a
licensed agent with Premier Point Realty and a local entrepreneur as well. For a free copy of his
book visit: www.TosaFreeBook4Charity.com

Always More @ RobKochanski.com

